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public sector), a graduate in the

antiquity, for example, s/he is also being

humanities will in the end be of a beller

trained to listen attentively to other

service to society than one who has not

human voices.

done humanistic studies. Such a student

Indeed, the humanities do not (and

truth in a given area for its own sake. S/

should not) provide direct training for a

he has not been spurred on by the quest

profession. One of the hallmarks of

for money, honour, or such like things;

has spent three to four years seeking

humanistic studies is precisely that they

no, what spurred her/him on was

are not concerned with that which is

ultimately the joy of learning and the love
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of truth. Now, learning and truth are not

the here and now. And this is done so
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is often in a mess precisely because truth

who has studied a humanistic subject,

and honesty do not matter. A society
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which is sometimes characterized by
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situation. Indeed, the more people have
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are all better off. The humanities still

balanced judgment , honesty, and

have a crucial role to play in the twenty-

respect for the opinion of others matter.

first century, and our university is still
very much aware of it.

Would not society at large be better
served if more people like the ones just
described happen to fill up the key posts
of our labour market?

Would not

everyone benefit if somebody who might
have once spent hours on end to try and
crack an ancient Semitic text, or to
grapple with some abstract philosophical
thought on being and essence, or to try
and decide where the exact interface
between two archaeological layers lies,
were to carry with her/him this habit of
relentlessly seeking and loving the truth
into daily life, indeed right into the labour
market? Would not society be better off
with more people who have acquired a
habit of observation , of a selfless quest
for and love of the truth, of dedication to
work, of precision, of being aware of
one's cognitional activities, of closely
listening to others , as well as of
appreciating a nation's global cultural
heritage?
. The foregoing points are only a sample
of the multiple benefits which accrue tp
society from people trained in tt:le
humanities.

The end result of a

humanistic training is better persons
which also means better families and
ultimately a better society. This means
that t he humanities are very useful
indeed; but they can never be utilitarian
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